Product Description
This Bluetooth Helmet Headset was designed for riders who wish to have clear and reliable wireless communications while wearing their helmets. This headset is compatible with Bluetooth enabled cellular phones, GPS, mp3, and it’s suited for many helmet styles used by motorcyclists, skiers, and others.

Installing the Clip Mount: Using the Headset Clip Mount with Fastening Clamp
1. Using the provided screw driver, loosen the clips' screws enough to allow the clip to slide onto either side of the helmets' shell.
2. Make sure you put the clip under the helmet's padding.
3. Adjust the clip until you find the best location for your helmet.
4. Tighten the screws to hold the clip firmly in place.

Mounting the Headset
1. Take the Headset and slide it down into the slots in the Headset’s clip mount. Make sure that it's perfectly fitted, and locked into place.
2. Next you need to attach the speaker and microphone arm to the inside of the helmet. Take the Velcro pad which the speaker will attach to, and test for the best position before fixing it.

The Velcro pad should be fixed at the height of your ear in the helmets ear pocket. You will need to put the helmet on a few times to find the optimum position to apply the pad. When the correct positioning is found, remove the protective strip and apply the Velcro Pad.

3. Next, take the ear speaker and attach it to the Velcro Pad. Run the Microphone Arm down along down to where your mouth will be. As the microphone arm is flexible, you can adjust it so it sits in the optimum position in front of your mouth. Some helmets have removable padding; if yours does, it is recommended to run the speaker and microphone under the padding.

4. Taking care to match the pins up, and connect the Headset plugs into the Headset’s socket. The plug can only be inserted in one position.

5. Secure the cord of the Headset’s plug inside the helmet. Tuck any extra wire into the helmet. Try to hide the cable as much as possible under the padding. Now you have successfully mounted the Headset on your helmet.

**Quick removal of the Headset’s Module**

Remove the Headset’s main module by pushing down the lock as shown, and then take out the Headset’s module by pulling in an upward motion.

**TIP:** If you have difficulties installing your Bluetooth headset on your helmet, we recommend that you look for videos in YouTube. Please know that most of the Bluetooth headsets available in the market install in a very similar way.
**Charging the Headset with the AC or USB adapter**

Before using this device, please charge the Headset’s module with the provided USB AC adapter / charger. Please make sure that the battery is fully recharged when you first time use it. You may also use the USB cable and charge the Headset via a USB port of a computer. A normal charge will take about 4 hours.

The charging cable has a small USB plug for the Headset, and the large USB plug for the computer or AC adapter / charger; please observe to correct orientation of the USB plug and socket before inserting.

1) Insert the USB plug of the charging cable, into the USB small jack of the Headset; you can either charging by computer or AC adapter.
2) While charging, the red LED on the Headset’s module will illuminate. When the charging is finished, the red LED will turn off.

**Tip:** To prolong the life of the built-in Poly-Li battery, please charge the Headset at least every month. Also, avoid charging the Headset for more than 8 hours at a time.

**Turning the Headset ON and Standby mode:**
Press and hold the Power button on the Headset. After 3 sec you will hear a “BEEP” and the blue LED will begin to flash. Let go of the Power button, and the unit will go in standby mode.

**Turning OFF the Headset:**
Press the Power button for 5 seconds or until you hear 2 “BEEP” tones and the light turns off.

**To pair to your Bluetooth enabled mobile phone (or GPS device):**
When the unit is off, press and hold the Power button. Keep holding the Power button until you see a RED AND BLUE light flashing. It normally takes around 5-8 seconds (do not let go when you see the blue light). You will also hear a “BEEP” tone when the unit enters pairing mode. On your cell phone or GPS Bluetooth-enable device, search for T-COM, and attempt to pair to the device, when the device is flashing red and blue. If requested, enter the pairing code 0000, to set the phone to auto pairing mode.
Phone Controls:
To answer a call – Short the MFB once.
Auto receive call – Depending on the phone, the unit will automatically answer the call after 8-16 seconds of ringing.
To reject a call – Press the MFB and hold until you hear a “BEEP” (~ 2 seconds).
To end a call – While the call is active, press the MFB once.
Last number redial – In standby mode, press and hold the MFB for 2 seconds until you hear a “BEEP”.
To go to a phone call, press and hold the MFB for 2 seconds until you hear a “BEEP”.

Note: Depending on your cell phone model, some of these functions may not work as described above.

Music Controls:
Play / Pause – Press the MFB button once
Next Track – Turn the MFB button Clockwise, and let go
Previous Track – Turn the MFB button Anti-Clockwise, and let go

To Adjust the Volume:
Turn and Hold the MFB button Clockwise to increase, and Anti-Clockwise to decrease. Note: Depending on your cell phone model, some of these functions may not work as described above.

To Pairing with a Bluetooth Enabled GPS Devices:
1. To pair the Bluetooth headset with the GPS, place them within a 3 feet distance from each other.
2. Press and hold the Headset’s Power button for 8 seconds or more to enter pairing mode (red and blue lights flashing alternately).
3. Open the GPS, in the "Settings" screen, click "BLUETOOTH", then click "RESEARCH", start searching for Bluetooth devices.
4. About 10 seconds you can search for "T-COM"
5. Click the "T-COM" will appear on the display as "Headset" icon, then click the icon.
6. The Bluetooth headset paired with the GPS device automatically, in 2 to 3 seconds the connection is successful.
7. When the pairing successful, the red and blue lights flashing alternately to quit flashing blue light. The Headset will beep if pairing is successful.
8. When Headset and GPS is paired, you should be able to play music or GPS navigation.
8. To disconnect your GPS from the Headset, click "Disconnect" button on your GPS’s Bluetooth interface.
Notes:
1. If the Headset paired to a cell phone (or GPS) is playing music, when a call comes in, the Headset will switch to the call automatically. When the call ends, the Headset should automatically resume playback. It takes about 5 seconds for the headset to switch from call status to GPS / Cell phone music playback status.
2. When paired up to a cell phone or GPS, try to stay within the 30 feet (10 meter) distance in order to avoid getting disconnected.

Resetting the Pairing memory on the Headset
If you have problems pairing, then it is best to reset the pairing memory. Turn ON the Headset and place into “standby” mode. Press the power button for 3-5 seconds till a “BEEP” is heard. This should be before the unit switches off. Let go of the button when the tone is heard. Then, turn off the unit and restart. The Headset’s memory will be erased.

For additional support, documentation, or guarantee information, please visit hqtelecom.com